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I Present Simple or Present Continuous Tense that is the question
1. - Why are you in such a hurry?
- Because my bus ______________________( leave) in ten minutes.
2. – What_____________________________( you read)?
- Macbeth. I ___________________(like) Macbeth and we _________
______________ (study) it at my English classes these days.
3. – We _______________________(play) football later, would you like to come?
- Sorry, I can’t. I ______________________(work) on petrol station
on Saturday afternoons.
4. - I think it _______________________(get) colder. We’d better take coats.
5. – What____________________________(your father do) for living?
6. - What’s that noise? ______________________(be it) a helicopter?
- I’m not sure, it ________________________(not sound) like a helicopter.
1 points for each correct answer

_____/ 10

II Make questions for the given answers
1. ____________________________________________________________
Maggie’s already put the children into bed.
2. ____________________________________________________________
I’m going to go to India one day.
3. ____________________________________________________________
Mike left his apartment early yesterday morning.
4. ___________________________________________________
One of his first successes was the Challenge Act.
5. ____________________________________________________________
She works as a web designer.
6.____________________________________________________________
There ‘s a litre of milk left.
2 points for each correct answer

_____/ 12

III Fill in the missing forms
INFINITIVE

PAST FORM

PAST PARTICIPLE

BIT
WORE
TAUGHT
FREEZE
FORGAVE
MEAN

LIT
SWORE
FLOWN

ARISE
1 points for each correct answer

_____/ 20

IV Rewrite these sentences into the Passive
1. The International Olympic Committee organized the Olympic Games.
______________________________________________________________
2. My mum doesn’t do the washing up every day.
______________________________________________________________
3.A famous artist painted this picture more than 100 years ago.
______________________________________________________________
4. You can find a range of good hotels in downtown Edmonton.
______________________________________________________________
5. The customer didn’t contact the Service Department at all.
______________________________________________________________
6. She rents her summer house for $150.
______________________________________________________________
7. They offered me an interesting job,
______________________________________________________________

2 points for each correct answer

_____/ 14

V Put the adjectives in brackets into the Comparative or Superlative
1. Diamonds are__________________________ stones in the world. (expensive)
2. Australia has got __________________________ people than the USA. (few)
3. Which is __________________________________ river in the world? (long)
4. This shop isn’t as _________________________________ that shop. (cheap)
5. Her hair is _____________________________________ her sister’s. (curly)
6. Annabel is ___________________________________ Catherine. (beautiful)
7. Are you a ________________________________ player than Marko? (good)
8. I am _______________________ in my family, I never tidy my room . (lazy)
1 point for each correct answer

_____/ 8

VI Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in the box to form
Conditional Sentences
not try;

turn;

catch;

not feel;

not have;

mind;

come;

not come;

do

1. Would it be quicker if I _____________________ a train?
2. If she _______________________ harder, she will fail.
3. You wouldn’t be so tired all the time if you_________________ some exercise.
4. If you are not busy, ________________you ______________and pick me up?
5. If John _______________________ at the party, everyone would be
disappointed.
6.__________________she_______________ sleepy if she drinks all those
pills ?
7. __________________Alison _______________ if I used her bike?
8. You ____________________ too much free time if you get that job.
9. When water freezes, it ____________________ to ice.
1 point for each correct answer

_____/ 9

VII Put the verb into the correct form
1. George___________________(fall) off the ladder while he ______________
___________(paint) the ceiling.
2. I _______________________(apply) for several posts since March but I still
_________________________(not/ manage) to find what I’m looking for.
3. They ________________________(stand) under the shelter because it
___________________________(rain).
4. Fleming _________________________(study) influenza when he _________
___________________(discover) penicillin.
5. I _________________________(not /visit) Amsterdam yet, but I_________
_______________________(hear) so much about.
6. What______________________________(you /do) at this time yesterday ?
7. ______________________________(she/ drive) very fast when the accident
___________________________(happen) ?
8. I __________________________(have) a nightmare when the alarm ______
________________(go) off and _______________________(wake) me up.
9. ________________________________(the rain / ruin)the tomato crops?
1 point for each correct answer

_____/17

VIII Complete each sentence in Reported speech
1. “This spot is the best place for picnic”
Susan said ____________________________________________________
2. “ I’m writing a letter at the moment”
He told me____________________________________________________
3. “I can do that for you”
He said ______________________________________________________
4.” I’ll bring them back tomorrow”
He promised __________________________________________________
5. “We often meet her at these meetings”
Mrs. Taylor said________________________________________________
1 point for each correct answer

_____/10

KEY
I
1 leaves
2 are you reading/ like/ are studying
3 are playing/ work
4 is getting
5 does your father do
6 Is it/ doesn’t sound
II
1. What has she already done?
2. Who’s going to go to India one day?
3. When did Mike leave his apartment?
4. What was one of his first successes?
5. What does she do for living?
6. How much milk is (there) left?
III
bite / bitten
wear / worn
teach / taught
froze / frozen
forgive / forgiven
meant / meant
light / lit
swear / sworn
fly /flew
arose / arisen

V
1. the most expensive
2. fewer
3. the longest
4. cheap as
5. curlier than
6. more beautiful
7. better
8. the laziest
VI
1. caught
2. doesn’t try
3. did
4. will come
5. didn’t come
6. Won’t…………feel
7. Would……………mind
8. won’t have (will not have)
9. turns

IV
1.The Olympic games were organized by the International Olympic Committee.
2. The washing up is not done (by my mum) every day.
3. This picture was painted (by a famous artist) more than 100 years ago.
4.A range of good hotels can be found in downtown Edmonton.
5. The Service Department wasn’t contacted (by the customer) at all.
6. Her summer house is rented for $150.
7. An interesting job was offered to me. (I was offered an interesting job)

VII
1. fell / was painting
2. have applied / haven’t managed
3. stood / was raining ( are standing / is raining)
4. was studying / discovered
5. haven’t visited / have heard
6. were you doing
7. Was she driving / happened
8. was having / went / woke
9. Has the rain ruined ( is the rain going to ruin)
VIII
1. Susan said (that) that spot was the best place for picnic.
2. He told me (that) he was writing a letter at that moment.
3. He said (that) he could do that for me.
4. He promised (that) he would bring them back the following day (the next day)
5. Mrs. Taylor said (that) they often met her at those meetings.

